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Abstract

This presentation introduces measurement methods integrating qualitative and quantitative concerns. Three issues are of particular interest. First is the enhanced meaningfulness obtained when numbers stand for a substantive unit amount that remains invariant (within the range of uncertainty) across the entire range of measurement. Statistical models are less relevant and useful for this purpose than scientific models are; that distinction is described at length. Second, where treating counts or percentages of correct answers as measures blindly assumes a nonexistent homogeneity, calibrating instruments as standards of comparison makes individual and group variations visible in an actionable way, allowing for customized attention for students, classrooms, schools, etc. Third, when measures in a common unit are distributed throughout the social ecology of an education system, new potentials for streamlined communication and team-based innovation become possible. Taken together, these three issues create opportunities for new goals and new outcomes not available from within existing assumptions about what measurement is and how it works.
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